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Abstract: With the growth of artificial intelligence and deep learning technology, we have many
active research works to apply the related techniques in various fields. To test and apply the latest
machine learning techniques in gaming, it will be very useful to have a light-weight game engine
for quick prototyping. Our game engine is implemented in a cost-effective way, in comparison to
well-known commercial proprietary game engines, by utilizing open source products. Due to its
simple internal architecture, our game engine is especially beneficial for modifying and reviewing
the new functions through quick and repetitive tests. In addition, the game engine has a DNN (deep
neural network) module, with which the proposed game engine can apply deep learning techniques
to the game features, through applying deep learning algorithms in real-time. Our DNN module
uses a simple C++ function interface, rather than additional programming languages and/or scripts.
This simplicity enables us to apply machine learning techniques more efficiently and casually to
the game applications. We also found some technical issues during our development with open
sources. These issues mostly occurred while integrating various open source products into a single
game engine. We present details of these technical issues and our solutions.
Keywords: game engine; open source; artificial intelligence; light-weight; deep neural network;
implementation; case study
1. Introduction
Recently, it is emerging to apply artificial intelligence and deep learning techniques to various
fields [1–3]. Accordingly, the game industry is also using cases of artificial intelligence and deep
learning techniques for games and/or game engines. Actually, popular game engines like the Unity
engine from Unity Technologies (San Francisco, LA, USA) and the Unreal engine from Epic Games
(Cary, NC, USA) provide machine-learning modules. In the case of the Unity engine, an machine
learning (ML)-agent project is actively in progress to apply the machine learning techniques into
the game development. Researchers represent their studies on the Unity blog [4], and projects are
published on their GitHub pages [5]. Similarly, the Unreal engine supports a machine learning
plug-in [6].
However, these commercial proprietary game engines are not suitable for light-weight uses,
such as the simple prototype testing purpose. Due to the heavy functions and complex architectures
of commercial proprietary engines, it is difficult to verify implementation results and/or to modify
internal structures, or more precisely, the functional relationships for internal components. Analyzing
large functional relationships would be time-consuming and has drawbacks to future development
schedules and decisions [7].
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In contrast, our game engine is implemented as a light-weight system, by using open source
products [8,9]. This game engine enables relatively short schedules to release project results, due to
their simple and efficient architectures. It is also effective in situations when modifying and reviewing
the new functions through quick and repetitive tests. In addition, the built-in DNN (deep neural
network) module operates various deep learning algorithms in real-time, simultaneously with
the main game features.
However, developing a game engine with open source products introduce many technical issues.
Since the game engine utilized various open source products, many conflicts occurred while integrating
them. This paper represents the structure of our game engine and, for the demonstration purpose,
it shows a bowling game with a neural style transfer [10] applied to texture images in the Windows
10 PC environment. Finally, this paper highlights various kinds of issues mainly occurred while
integrating open source products and represents the directions of the future researches.
2. Related Works
In the software engineering field, an engine means an architecture or a framework, to provide
a software development environment [11]. Usually a software engine provides various tools and
collections of libraries, to support a specific program. Accordingly, a game engine is a software engine
to develop game programs [12].
In 1970s, early personal computers and also game consoles had limited computing powers,
and thus, most of them should be fully optimized to use the full power of their underlying
devices [13]. In 1980s, the first generation video game consoles have been released. For those consoles,
console makers have provided special-purpose programming languages, special-purpose compilers,
and other tools, for their console-based game development [9].
In 1990s, they started to reuse the source codes of published computer games to develop additional
games. The famous Quake engine and Unreal engine have their origins from the famous computer
games Quake III Arena and Unreal, respectively [6].
Now, in the field of computer games, game engines are widely used, and common to computer
game developers. The currently famous commercial proprietary game engines can be summarized
as follows:
• Unreal engine: It is developed by Epic Games, for first-person shooting games [14]. It was initially
used for the Unreal game, in 1998. It is now successfully used in various game fields, and one of
the most-widely used game engines.
• Unity engine: It is a cross-platform game engine developed by Unity Technologies. This game
engine now supports more than 25 platforms [15]. It has been adopted for other purposes,
including special effects, architectural design, and other engineering visualizations, in addition to
the original game programs.
• CryEngine: This game engine is developed by Crytek (Frankfurt, Germany), and initially
used for their games [16]. Now, it is used by various games, and additionally, licensed to
Amazon.com. Later, Amazon.com released the Amazon Lumberyard [17], the extended version
of this CryEngine.
Recently, we have a new trend of providing light-weight game engines. These light-weight
game engines are ordinarily open sourced. Generally, an open source platform has the following
strong points:
• Source code availability: Many developers choose an open source game engine, mainly due to
the wide availability of the source codes. They can check detailed processing, and also can modify
to accelerate and/or to customize the game engine for their specific purposes.
• Expandability: Since the source code is open to the public, additional device drivers and also
new plug-ins can be developed. Thus, the game engine itself can be expanded, and also can be
upgraded with these new features.
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• Cost-effectiveness: In most cases, open source game engines have free license policy. Of course,
some open source game engines even require specific licenses. In any case, the whole cost of using
an open source game engine is much inexpensive, in comparison to the commercial proprietary
game engines.
We can summarize the open-source light-weight game engines as follows:
• Cocos2D: This game engine is one of the most widely used ones, which is developed in the C++
programming language. Actually, this game engine is a collection of game developing tools,
including Cocos2D-objc, Cocos2D-x, Cocos2d-html5, and Cocos2D-XNA [18].
• Godot: The Godot engine [19] provides both of two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional
(3D) game building features. This open source game engine can be used through the MIT
license, without any royalties and any subscription fees. It is widely used for cross-platform
game programs.
• Gdevelop: It is another open source game engine, supporting multi-platforms, including Windows,
macOS, and Linux platforms, as other open source game engines [20]. It is especially good for
fast prototyping.
Recently, various works have used machine learning techniques in the game development.
For example, they used it for recommending useful items for players to use in the game [21], choosing
smarter behavior for enemies [22], generating game assets with generative algorithms [23], and others.
Most researchers have used the machine learning plug-ins of the Unity engine and/or Unreal
engine [5,6]. However, in some cases, they also want light-weight game engines, because commercial
proprietary game engines are too complicated to access or to modify. Some of them implemented their
own light-weight game engines [8]. In this paper, we aim to implement a light-weight game engine
with the DNN module to support integrating machine learning techniques into game applications.
3. Design and Implementation of a Light-Weight Game Engine
A game engine is a kind of development tool. It supports the game developers to make games
more efficiently and effectively, by providing some common features for game development in advance.
Some game engines are easy to create games, which can be executed on various types of platforms,
while others are fit only for a particular genre and/or a specific platform. This difference is due to
the fact that each game engine has different development purposes. Our proposed game engine
is actually designed to integrate various modules, and to create 3D games in the Windows 10 PC
platforms, with the C++ programming language.
Our game engine is light-weight: it means each module and the entire structure of the game engine
is implemented in an intuitive and efficient way. The main purpose of our game engine is to integrate
various open sources and build up an agile system. Many modules of our game engine are inherited
from open source projects, and tuned for rapid prototyping, through the iterative development.
The major components of a typical game engine would be the rendering engine to represent
the virtual game world onto the screen, the audio engine to produce music and sound effects,
the physics engine to apply natural motion effects between objects, the event system to handle various
events that occur on the screen and other devices, the game logic system, and others. Additionally, the
network system, the database system and the animation system can be additionally integrated into
the game engine [9].
Figure 1 represents the overall structure of our game engine. From the application programmer’s
point of view, the OnStart function is provided to perform initialization tasks to be executed only
once. The following Run function manages the main game loop. When the game receives an end
event (for example, when the user closed the application window), the loop exits and the game ends.
Inside the game loop, the game status values to be updated are calculated for each frame, and these
updated values are applied to the next frame on the screen or other devices accessed by the modules.
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Figure 1. The overall architecture of our game engine.
The sub-functions and modules executed in the Run function can be described as follows:
• The OnRender function draws game objects on the screen using a rendering module implemented
with OpenGL (Open Graphics Library) [24]. Drawing member functions of all 3D objects are
called in this function.
• The OnUpdate function performs calculations for tasks, changing over time except for rendering.
In the game engine, the OnUpdate function accumulates the playtime and sends the time spent
for the frame, to the physics module, which updates the physical quantities for the next frame.
• The OnGuiRender function performs user interface (UI) renderings on the screen. We used
the OpenGL implementation of an open source C++ graphical user interface tool,
named ImGui [25]. Using ImGui with docking functions, ImGui UI windows can be docked
and moved over each other.
The Layer Stack is a stack of layers: each layer has its own member functions including OnRender,
OnUpdate, OnGuiRender, and OnEvent. We separated the layers according to the management
purposes. As an example, a mouse click on a UI button will be processed by the UI layer, and will be
propagated to the underlying motion layer. Without the UI layer, the underlying motion layer may
get the mouse clicks as triggering actions or other action events. In some cases, putting all the game
objects into a single layer may cause the game logic algorithms to be over-complicated. Additionally,
separated layers are convenient for the resource managements: removing unnecessary layers from
the LayerStack is an efficient way of maintaining memory space adequately. More details on our
modules will be described in the following subsections.
3.1. Rendering Module
The rendering module is mainly implemented with the 3D graphics library of OpenGL [24,26].
This module conducts various matrix calculations to place 3D objects on the screen. It also uses shader
programs and frame buffers to create various rendering effects and post-processing effects. The model
loader draws 3D graphics models generated by 3D modeling tools and also the output primitives of
the game engine. To efficiently upload and use the 3D graphics models, we use the Open Asset Import
Library (Assimp) [27].
Figure 2 shows the internal structure of our rendering module. All game objects are declared
in the SceneData area of the SceneLayer. In the SceneData area, draw methods of each game
object are registered to be executed in the OnRender function. To initialize and update the game
world in the SceneData area, we need the positions and orientations of lights and cameras.
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The cameras and the lights are implemented with OpenGL mathematics library (GLM) [28]. Real-time
game scene updates are applied to the objects in the scene layer.
Figure 2. The rendering module.
3.2. Physics Module
The physics module is implemented with an open-source physics library React-Physics3D [29].
The physics effects are commonly applied for natural and realistic motions. Natural motion examples
include post-crash movements and acceleration movements due to frictions or gravity. Figure 3 shows
the structure of the physics module: the Dynamics World class acts as a controller. The member
function of the Dynamics World, which is named as CreateRigidBody, is called to create a rigid body
for an object and returns a pointer to the rigid body of the object. This pointer is stored in a rigid body
pointer array, named as RigidBodies and a specific rigid body can be accessed by its index. A rigid
body will have its own shape, and also its geometric information, including positions and orientations.
Figure 3. The physics module.
A rigid body has the ApplyForce method to apply a direct force on it. Additionally, the collision
forces between rigid bodies are processed at one time, when the Dynamics World class executes
the PhysicsUpdate function. For efficiency reasons, physics calculations are performed after
user-provided time intervals, rather than for each rendering frames. In some cases, external forces can
be applied directly to specific rigid bodies. The Raycast function provides the way to interact directly
with objects on the screen. The ray starts from the center of the camera position and shoots a ray at
the point of the mouse click position. Then the system will detect objects intersecting the ray.
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The transformation (or equivalently, translation and rotation) matrices are calculated by
the GetOpenGLmatrix function, for each game object. It returns a matrix used for rendering in OpenGL
shader programs.
3.3. Audio Module
The audio module is implemented with the open source audio API (application programming
interface) of PortAudio [30]. This module manages the background music and sound effects. Figure 4
is the structure of the audio module.
Figure 4. The audio module.
The audio module invokes AudioCallback function periodically. The AudioCallback function
reads the audio data and sends it to output devices. We also integrated an open source MP3
audio decoder [31]. This audio decoder parses metadata such as the duration, the sample rate,
and the bit-rate of an MP3 file. At the end of the callback function, it compares the current playback time
and the duration time to decide whether it should invoke the next callback or finish the music playing.
The audio module additionally provides 3D acoustic effects by integrating SteamAudio [32].
SteamAudio modifies fetched audio data with geometric information of game objects. Moreover,
SteamAudio can perform stereo sound effects for two-channel speakers. Due to this integration,
users can get realistic sounds.
From the simplicity point of view, it is the easiest case when all the audio samples are completely
loaded onto the main memory area. However, due to the limited memory resources, we should manage
the real-time loading of the sound effect files and also the partial load of the large background music
files. Therefore, our proposed game engine uses a set of threads to read audio samples from MP3 files
and push the appropriate amount of samples into the audio playing queue. Then the AudioCallback
reads audio data from the audio playing queue and sends them to output devices to play sounds.
Since multiple access to the same audio playing queue can cause unexpected exceptional cases,
we introduce mutually exclusive locking methods to the audio playing queue.
3.4. DNN Module
The DNN module is based on a C++/C# neural network implementation, which is called
as Neuro library [33]. The Neuro library provides a set of API functions, which are similar to Keras
in TensorFlow. Figure 5 shows the internal structure of our DNN module. With this module, many deep
learning algorithms are possibly applied to game applications.
Furthermore, this module can load sufficiently trained models, and use them immediately.
As an example, the weights of a deep learning model stored in the HDF5 (hierarchical data format
version 5) foramt can be loaded, skipping the training process, and the trained weight values can be
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used immediately. The proposed DNN module supports graphics processing unit (GPU) operations,
using compute unified device architecture (CUDA), to accelerate DNN operations. The proposed
module uses a separate thread to conduct DNN operations simultaneously to the game.
Figure 5. The DNN (deep neural network) module.
4. A Case Study
To test all the modules in the game engine, we developed a simple bowling game, with the neural
style transfer [10] feature on the texture images. With this demonstration game, the physics effect can
be tested by the collisions between the bowling ball and the bowling pins. The audio effects can be
tested by playing a music in the game world with a 3D speaker model.
Our game environment is summarized in Table 1. In this environment, the demonstration game
interactively works in real time. It shows at least more than 60 frames per second, with the smooth
physical simulation and full screen 3D rendering. The neural style transfer method also works smoothly.
This result shows that our game engine works correctly and also efficiently.
Table 1. Game engine driven device environment.
Device Specification
CPU Intel Core i5-4590
GPU NVDIA GeForce RTX 2070 Super
RAM 24 GByte
OS Windows 10 Professional Edition
Figure 6a,b are screen shots from the bowling game, before and after a collision. Figure 7a
represents the beginning of the neural style transfer and Figure 7b represents the completed neural
style transfer. On the screens of Figure 7a,b, there are three textures on the planar surface. The left
texture image shows the original content image, the right texture image is the style image, and the center
texture image shows the style transfer result. The center texture image is modified for every 50 epochs,
during the training of the neural style transfer method.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6. Screenshots from the bowling game. (a) Before a collision, (b) after the collision.
(a)
Figure 7. Cont.
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(b)
Figure 7. Screenshots from a neural style transfer. (a) Before the style transfer, (b) after
the transfer completed.
The used deep learning model for the neural style transfer is the sufficiently trained VGG19
model. This model consists of blocks, and the blocks consist of convolution layers. The layer used
for a content layer is the convolution4 layer in the block 4, and the layers used for style layers are
convolution1 layers in the blocks 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. Figure 8a,b are the example content and style images.
Figure 9 is the structure of the VGG19 (Visual Geomtry Group, Number 19) model.
(a) (b)
Figure 8. A set of images for the style transfer. (a) A content image. (b) A style image.







































Figure 9. The structure of VGG19 (Visual Geomtry Group, Number 19).
4.1. DNN Module Comparisons
One distinguished point of our work is the DNN support. At least to our current knowledge,
most of open-source game engines are lack of this new trend. In contrast, our game engine integrated
the DNN module, and shows that we can use the pre-trained data, or the existing DNN models,
for game applications.
In the case of commercial proprietary engines, they usually have plug-in supports, and recently
they provide deep-learning related modules. In the case of Unity3D, they have the ML-agent (machine
learning agent) module. However, this module is mainly focused on the reinforcement learning
in the Unity3D framework. In the case of the Unreal Engine, they provide a TensorFlow plug-in for
deep learning applications.
Table 2 represents the comparisons of the DNN supporting features, in our game engine,
Unity3D, and the Unreal Engine. Both Unity3D and the Unreal Engine focused on the providing
TensorFlow-based features to the game applications. Thus, as shown in Table 2, they provide Python
language interface to the DNN modules.
Table 2. Comparisons on DNN (deep neural network) support.
Our Game Engine Unity3D Unreal Engine 4
(Neuro Module) (ML-Agent) (TensorFlow Plug-in)
Platform Windows PC many Unity Build targets PC, Android
Engine API languag C++ C#/Java Script/Boo C++
ML API language C++ Python/TensorFlow Python/TensorFlow
ML models Keras Unity Inference Engine/Custom Side Channel Python scripts
Engine-ML communication public queue built-in script (RL situation) SocketIO client plug-in with JSON
License GPL-3.0 Apache 2.0 MIT/Apache 2.0
In contrast, our game engine uses the Keras-like C++ DNN module. Since the whole game engine
and also the DNN module are implemented in C++ programming language, we have several benefits:
In our case, the integration of the DNN module is intuitive, and the game engine and the DNN module
can exchange any data with C++ data structures. In our implementation, we efficiently use a simple
internal queue, which is public to all components of the game engine.
Notice that ML-agent in Unity3D provides Python interface, while the Unity3D engine itself is
implemented in the C# and Java Script programming language. Their solution for the communication is
introducing a new built-in script, with extra overhead for translating and mapping between difference
programming languages. Similarly, the Unreal engine provides a set of Python scripts to process data
exchanges between the C++-based Unreal engine and Python-interfaced TensorFlow plug-in.
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For the learning process of neural networks, both of the commercial proprietary engines should
use its own way of neural network training. Unity3D provides Jupyter notebook interface [34], while
the Unreal engine has some custom scripts for this purpose. In our case, as shown in Section 4,
the neural network training can be performed in a game application, with C++ API functions.
Additionally, our DNN module also accepts pre-trained DNN data directly, while executing the
game applications.
From the game application programmer’s view, the use of another programming language and/or
script languages can increase the complexity of the game development. In our case, the DNN module
provides Keras-like C++-API, which can be easily accepted to the C++ programmers. It is one of
the strong points in our implementation.
4.2. User Interfaces
Figure 10 shows the configuration UI windows of the audio and the physics module. By checking
the RayCastApplyForce check box of the PhysicsController UI window, and setting x, y and z-axis of a
force to apply, the mouse-clicking event on the screen calls Raycast function, which affects the defined
force if the collided object has a rigid body. As for the audio UI, there are three buttons each for the play,
pause and stop. Figure 11 shows the configuration windows of game objects. Changing the color
and the position of the light is controlled by these UI windows. The console window in Figure 12
shows how much the neural style transfer training is processed.
Figure 10. The UI (user interface) windows for physics, audio, and DNN modules, respectively.
Figure 11. A UI window for configuring a game object.
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Figure 12. The console window output from the neural-network style transfer processing.
5. Technical Issues
This section addresses technical issues, raised during the development of the proposed game
engine. Many problems are related to the merging process of different open source products.
5.1. Compatibility Issues with Data Structures
Since the proposed game engine integrates many open source products, there are some expressions
conceptually the same but defined as different data types. For example, for the same three-dimensional
vector type, the physics module uses rp3d::vector3 type and rending module uses glm::vec3 type.
Conceptually, both types are the same, but cannot be used interchangeably without overloading the
assignment operators. Another case is the texture image handling. The texture class implemented
in the proposed game engine conflicted with the texture structure of the open asset import library.
Empirically, internal types of similar purpose open source products often collide, and we need to
provide type conversion solutions for these type compatibility issues.
5.2. Library Conflicts
Conflict occurs between libraries, if code generate options are different. A simple and often conflict
occurs in the choice of debugging libraries. Some open source projects wish to use debugging mode
libraries, such as the MDd (multi-threaded, dynamically linked, debug mode) library in VisualStudio,
while others prefer the non-debugging multi-threaded, dynamically linked (MD) library. We need to
integrate both cases into a single one executable file, and thus, we carefully investigated each open
source projects, and finely tuned to use non-debugging ones, to avoid any library conflicts.
5.3. Name Collisions
During integration of many open source projects, we often met the name collisions, especially for
file names and class names. As an actual example, ambiguity occurred when integrating the physics
module and the DNN module, since both module has their own MemoryManager.cpp files. Of course,
we fixed these collisions through simply renaming the file names. In the case of class name collisions,
we simply use C++ namespaces.
5.4. Path Configurations
When an open source project has been carefully configured with relative paths to the source
files, header files, and library files, it is easy to integrate that open source project to other systems.
In contrast, some absolute paths can cause extra operations. Some open source projects use CMake [35]
for compiler configurations. We found that CMake can use different path configurations, depending on
the CMake versions. When an open source project depends on a specific version of CMake, we should
resolve those dependencies, or copy the CMake Binary files to the exactly same paths.
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5.5. Poor Documentation
Rarely used or poorly managed open source projects may have poor documentation. In this case,
programmers should read source codes directly, and infer how to use it. However, it takes a lot of
time to resolve, or even have to give up to use it, if the developer did not specify proper precautions.
For example, MP3 files have various sample rates, while the open source library used by the audio
module accepts 24,000 Hz, 44,100 Hz, and 48,000 Hz sampling rates only. Unaware of these precautions
might cause difficulties to guess what values accepted.
5.6. Version Compatibility
Some open source projects may depend on specific versions of programming languages. In fact,
the proposed game engine initially used the string-view features in the C++17. However, we found
that the DNN module uses some features in the earlier versions of C++. To resolve this problem, we
finally used C++14, removing some C++17 features.
6. Conclusions
This paper shows the details of developing a light-weight game engine with open source products.
The overall structure and components of the proposed game engine were explained. Additionally,
we focused on the technical issues, while integrating many open source products into a single project
result. Using open source products require various considerations, as shown in Section 5.
As a case study, a simple demonstration game program shows the possibility of the DNN methods,
to generate or to modify game objects in real-time. One remarkable benefit of our implementation is
that we can use the same C++ programming language for both of the game application development
and also the DNN methods, while other game engines need extra programming language interfaces
and/or script modules. It gives us more efficient and flexible way of developing game applications
with DNN supports.
In the near future, we will focus on the improvement of the game engine structures, to enhance
the game engine to fully utilize the DNN module in various ways with clearly defined internal
structures. Simultaneously, we will utilize this game engine to integrate deep learning tasks with
games to develop new features. As an example, it can include creating or mutating objects in a game
using a generative adversarial network (GAN) [36], or creating and playing background music to
match the internal background of a game, and so on.
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